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Restaurant logos

The logos below are logos of organizations, and are protected by copyright and/or trademark. It is believed that the use of low-resolution images of logos to illustrate the organizations in question qualifies as fair use under United States copyright law. Any other uses of this image may be copyright infringement. Certain commercial uses of this image may also be trademark infringement. Because it is a non-free logo, there is almost certainly no free representation. Any substitute that is not a derivative work would fail to convey the meaning intended, would tarnish or misrepresent its image, or would fail its purpose of identification or commentary. Use of these logos here does not imply endorsement of these organizations by Autism Housing Pathways, nor vice versa.
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Flickr (Credits for images from Flickr are listed under their respective licenses):

License: CC BY-NC 2.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/legalcode
Blurry, but Jennifer’ll get it: Erica Minton – appears as “bookstore”
Giant’s Ballet: C. J.™ – appears as “basketball”

License: CC BY-ND 2.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/legalcode
Drumlin Farm Sheep – Lincoln: Massachusetts Office of Travel & Tourism – appears as “farm”
Gym: Ivywoodavenue

License: CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/legalcode
New England Aquarium 7: Sandro Enomoto
More PA State Hockey Finals, 2012: SnapperCR29

License: CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/legalcode
Melrose v Watertown Football Game 096-5x7: Paul-W

Fotolia
Family eating together in a restaurant © stockyimages – Fotolia.com – appears as “go eat”
Paris © Atlantis - Fotolia.com – appears as “synagogue”
picnic © cirodelia - Fotolia.com
動物を見る子供 © koti - Fotolia.com – appears as “zoo”

Mulberry
The Mulberry Symbol Set is available through www.straight-street.org, developed by Paxtoncrafts Charitable Trust. License: CC BY-SA 2.0 UK
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/uk/legalcode
beach
church

Openclipart.org
Amusement Park: Markacio
Cinema: Merlin2525
Masjid: niken sofi salma – appears as “mosque”

PublicDomainPictures.net
Major League Baseball Field: Paul Brennan little paul
The Mall: Maliz Ong

Wikimedia
The Big Bang Theory, Comic Book Store "The Comic Center of Pasadena" (6196384919).jpg: By Chester from Toronto, Canada [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode)], via Wikimedia Commons
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